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My thanks to the organisers for inviting me. It is a privilege
and pleasure to talk to the cream of the wine industry in
beautiful and historic Porto! It will become even more famous
after the Porto Protocol, which I strongly support. I am sure
that other industries and stakeholders will join to make it a
more universal initiative for action to combat climate change.
Also congratulations Lisbon - European Green Capital 2020!
I am not a wine expert, but only a wine enthusiast. So, I will
focus on some key themes relevant to the wine industry:
climate change, sustainability, resilience and viability
We will discuss how to find integrated solutions to major
problems of Climate Change & Sustainable Development
facing us in the 21st century. The BIG NEWS is that the
Balanced Inclusive Green Growth (BIGG) pathway
based on the Sustainomics framework are the key to
win-win solutions for people, planet prosperity.
We can solve our problems by working together to implement
practical solutions we know. There is no excuse for DELAY!
M I Nindustry
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The Wine
in Portugal can lead us to sustainability.
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Understanding Climate Change & IPCC:
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

IPCC Assessment Reports

IPCC was created in 1988 by WMO and UNEP.
5 assessment reports approved by UN govts. have
been prepared by thousands of world experts:
1. Climate Change 1990 (FAR)
Climate Change 1995 (SAR)
Climate Change 2001 (TAR)
Climate Change 2007 (AR4)
The IPCC received the 2007 Nobel Prize for Peace
after the Fourth Assessment Report (AR4)
Climate Change 2013-14 (AR5)
MIN
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Past and Existing Climate Change
Greenhouse gases emitted by human
actions form a blanket around planet trapping solar heat & warming Earth
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IPCC – Summary of Some Key Findings

NOW: Global warming is proven - human emissions
of GHG have disturbed the climate system

•With very high confidence, total radiative forcing of the climate now is unprecedented in
several thousand years, due to rising concentrations of GHG (CO2, CH4 & N2O).
• Humans activities since the 18th century are 95% likely to have caused net warming of
Earth’s climate, dominating over last 50 years. In past 150 years mean temp. rise is ~1C and
sea level rise is ~18cm.

FUTURE: continuing climate change will cause great
& irreversible harm – poor will suffer most

• Projected temp rise by 2100 is >3C and sea level rise >50cm. Temp. rise >2C likely to
exceed safe adaptive capacity of natural & human systems
• Poor countries & poor groups are most vulnerable to warming, sea level rise, precipitation
changes & extreme events. Socio-economic sectors, ecological systems, & health will suffer.
•Adaptation measures are available, but must be systematically developed
• Mitigation methods also available, but better policies & measures needed

Sustainable development is the effective way
to limit climate change & build a secure future
We can make development more sustainable (MDMS)
by integrating
climate change adaptation & mitigation
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NOW: Greenhouse Gases (GHG) Drive Climate Change
(CO2, methane and nitrous oxide cause global warming)
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NOW: Global Greenhouse concentrations are
rising fast beyond safe levels

2017

400+ ppmv

UNSAFE

1850

280 ppmv

SAFE
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NOW: Since 1900 both global temperature
and sea level have risen steadily
2017: temp. rise ~1°C

2017: sea level rise ~2cm

Global av. combined land & ocean surface temp.

Precipitation patterns have also changed

many dry areas are dryer (more desertification) and
wet areas are wetter (more flooding)
MIND

Now: More Extreme Weather Events
Economic Damage has Increased
Economic losses (2006 values)
Insured losses (2006 values)

about 90% of insured losses caused by windstorms

Storms, cyclones etc. –
number and intensity rising
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Source: 2007 NatCatSERVICE, Geo Risks Research, Munich Re

Future: Global av. Temp. rise 1900-2100
10

Best = ~2°C & Worst = >4°C

Source: IPCC AR5-WG1

Wet areas are wetter & Dry areas are dryer
IND
MoreMextreme
weather: storms, cyclones, etc.
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Future: Global av. Sea Level rise 2000-2100
Best is 0.4m & Worst is >1m

Stranded Polar Bear
– Polar ice melting

Courtesy: Afrizap.com

Source: IPCC AR5-WG1
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Human Responses to Climate Change
1. ADAPTATION

Measures to reduce the vulnerability of natural and
human systems against climate change impacts.

Eg: build a wall to block rising sea level
Adaptation benefit: avoided damage costs + other gains
Adaptation cost: costs of implementing adaptation measures

2. MITIGATION

Measures to reduce GHG emissions & add C-sinks

Eg: Replace fossil fuels with renewable energy OR save
energy OR plant trees to absorb carbon dioxide
Mitigation benefit: avoided climate change impacts & damage
Mitigation cost: costs of implementing mitigation measures
MIND

Must ensure that BENEFITS > COSTS
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Key Mitigation Measures
•
•
•
•

Energy efficiency & demand management
Low carbon & renewable energy
Carbon sinks: trees, C- capture & storage
Lifestyle & behavioural changes
Applicable in all countries & in all key sectors:
Energ
y

Agricultu
re
MIND

Transport

Forest
ry

Industry

Key Mitigation Measures
•
•
•
•

Energy efficiency & demand management
Low carbon & renewable energy
Carbon sinks: trees, C- capture & storage
Lifestyle & behavioural changes
Applicable in all countries & in all key sectors:
energy, transport, industry, agric. forestry, etc.
Cost is small to meet 2°C: <0.1% GDP per yr.
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Amount Used
1870-2011:

67%
Used
1870-2013
1930 GtCO2

33%
Until
~2045

Global impacts of Climate Change: SEVERE
> 2°C : Food, Water & Ecosystem impacts are severe.
Extreme
events
&
irrev.
changes
worsen.
Poor
hit
hardest!
15
2°C
Food
Water
Ecosystems
Extreme
Events
Irrevers.
Changes
Source: IPCC AR-4
>2ºC increases risk of catastrophic, irreversible, large scale, long
M I N Dlike polar ice melting, Amazon forest die-back, extreme
term impacts
desertification, ENSO instability, etc.

Most Vulnerable People
Children

Elderly

Poor

Most Vulnerable Regions
Small Islands Polar Areas
(e.g., Maldives)
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(e.g., Inuit lands)
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Asian
Megadeltas

Sub-Saharan
Africa

(e.g., Bangladesh)

(e.g., Darfur)

Global Vulnerability & Adaptation
WE CAN PROTECT THE MOST VULNERABLE
• People: Poor, Children, Elderly.
• Regions: Small Islands, Polar Areas, Asian
megadeltas, Sub-saharan Africa.
• Sectors & Ecosystems: Coral reefs, sea-ice regions,

tundra, boreal forests, mountain and Mediterranean regions,
low-lying coasts, mangroves & salt marshes; Water
resources in mid-latitudes & dry tropics; Low-latitude
agriculture; Human health where adaptive capacity is low.

Global Adaptation Benefits > Costs

Yet, funding & progress on adaptation is slow
although we know what needs to be done!
MIND

Benefit (avoided harm) = $350 Trillion > Cost: $6 Tril.
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Failing the Challenge of Mitigation?
Implement Paris COP21 - last chance
1992 UNFCCC: Good targets - failed
1997-2012 Kyoto Protocol: reduced targets - failed

Without USA (largest emitter) emissions continued to rise
Global emissions must peak & fall before 2015-2020

2015 Paris Agreement & SDG13: Last chance
Limit of 2°C temp. rise but aim for 1.5°C

Yet, post-Paris country emission reduction
pledges (Marrakesh COP 22, Bonn COP23)
are weak & we face > 3°C temp. rise by 2100.
Funding
for adaptation is also inadequate to
MIND
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COP21 Paris Accord (2015) – Key Points

• Limit warming < 2°C & aim for 1.5°C.
• GHG emissions to peak ASAP & net-zero
emissions after 2050.
• Every five years, countries must report nationally determined
contributions (NDCs) to mitigation – emission reduction pledges;
• Mechanism for country cooperation to achieve NDCs jointly
• Mechanism for private and public partnerships for mitigation
• Global Stocktaking from 2023 and every 5 years after

• More support for adaptation, including SDG 13
• Provide USD 100 billion per yr. to 2025 & beyond
• Use Warsaw International Mechanism for Loss and Damage
• Transparency framework accepting Parties’ different capacities &
non-punitive compliance mechanism that is expert based

USA has
dropped out but other countries continuing
MIND
Emission pledges weak ! imply 3°C & Funding poor

WHAT IS THE BEST SOLUTION ?
Integrate Adaptation & Mitigation (win-win)
within a Sustainable Development strategy
WHY?
Many urgent development problems exist –
we must solve multiple problems together
Plant trees
Save Energy
CC-SD
win-win
examples

20

Reconcile
CC vs.SD
trade-offs
MIND

Poor need more
energy
to survive
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What multiple global issues block SD?
Climate Change will worsen these problems

-

Poverty, inequality, & bad socioeconomic trends
Resource shortages (energy, water, food, etc.)
Financial sector and wealth concentration
Unmanaged trade and special interests
Unexpected shocks and disasters
Conflict, insecurity & shift to multipolar world
Weak leadership & poor decisionmaking
Unsustainable values (greed, corruption, violence)
Climate Change: ultimate threat multiplier
MIND
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What multiple global issues block SD?
Climate Change will worsen these problems

-

Poverty, inequality & other bad socioeconomic trends
Resource shortages (energy, water, food, etc.)
Financial sector and wealth concentration
Unmanaged trade and special interests
Unexpected shocks and disasters
Conflict, insecurity & need for more polycentric world
Weak leadership & poor decisionmaking
Unsustainable values (greed, corruption, violence, etc.)
Climate Change: the ultimate threat multiplier

Multiple threats are inter-related and synergistic
Stakeholder interests are divergent. Responses
uncoordinated & piecemeal – lack of leadership at
top level. More decisive action at mid-level by city
mayors,
M I N D community leaders & company CEOs.
Robust integrated & comprehensive strategy needed
Munasinghe Institute for Development

Poverty, Inequality & Hunger:
% of Population Undernourished

About 800 million people are hungry –
D
1MinI Nevery
9, mainly in Africa and Asia!

9 GLOBAL RESOURCE LIMITS: 4 key interlinked limits are exceeded due to human activity
Climate & Biosphere Integrity are core limits. Exceeding them will
shift the Earth System into a unpredictable, dangerous state
1.

1

4
9
5

3
7

8
6
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Biosphere integrity: species
extinction, biodiversity loss
2.
Biogeochemical flows:
phosphorus, nitrogen cycles
3.
Land-system change: e.g.
deforestation, desertification
4. Climate change
5. Stratosph. ozone depletion
6. Ocean acidification
7. Freshwater use
8. Atmospheric aerosol load:
microscopic particles
9. New pollutants: organic &
radioactive materials, nanomaterials, micro-plastics

Unsustainable Nexus:
Resource overuse-Inequality-Poverty

25
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c) Unmet Goals & Broken Promises 1947-2017
1947 - UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)
1992 - Rio Earth Summit: Agenda 21, UNFCCC
2000 - Millennium Development Goals (MDG)
2015 - Sust. Dev. Goals (SDG), Agenda 2030, Paris CC Accords

UDHR (1947) had all the elements of SDG (2015)!
Worthy
but if rich use more than one planet
M I goals,
ND
already where are resources to help poor, after CC.
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17 SDG Approved at UN Sept. 2015
Universal-Complete
Integrated-Holistic
Leaving no one behind

SDG: key monitoring
framework, but must
adapt to country needs
Munasinghe Institute for Development
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17 SDG Approved at UN Sept. 2015
Universal-Complete
Integrated-Holistic
Leaving no one behind

SDG: key monitoring
framework, but must
adapt to country needs
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Global Vision:

World Eco-Civilization of 21st
Century focusing on Happiness & Well-Being (GNH)
determined not only by material consumption (GNP)
Economic: build a prosperous economy that is resource-efficient,
but respects key environmental & social sustainability constraints
Social: meet basic needs of all people (esp. the poor, vulnerable),
ensuring peace, reconciliation, harmony, social justice & security.
Environmental:
M I N D respect nature & contain global resource use
within the sustainable capacity of the planet. .

HOW DO WE FIND SOLUTIONS ?
30

Addressing Complex, Multiple, Interlinked Sustainable Development issues
with the Integrated Transdisciplinary

SUSTAINOMICS Framework

& following a path of
Balanced inclusive green growth (BIGG)
Sustainomics was first presented at the
1992 Earth Summit (UNCED) in Rio de
Janeiro. In the past 25 years it has been
MIND
applied worldwide & taught widely
Munasinghe Institute for Development

Core Concept 1: Climb the mountain - Make Development More
Sustainable with EMPOWERMENT, ACTION & FORESIGHT
Sustainable Development
Peak – including climate
change (covered by clouds)

Lets move forward NOW!! If
we climb uphill, we will reach
the peak eventually
EMPOWERED to Make Development More
Sustainable (MDMS) – BEST PRACTICE

We cannot see the peak!!
Let’s stop to discuss &
analyze how to reach it.

ANALYSING SD and CC –

NEXT PRACTICE

Making development more sustainable (MDMS) is a very
practical step-by-step strategy, because unsustainable
activities are easy to identify, like energy & water waste
MIND
and deforestation.
MDMS tells us to eliminate them NOW,
Munasinghe Institute for Development

MDMS: Corporate Social Responsibility Plus (CSR+),
Sustainability Accounting, Triple Bottom Line, etc.
• Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) - considering wider social
interests by being accountable for operational impacts on
customers, suppliers, employees, shareholders, communities and
environment.
• Sustainability Accounting & Reporting includes the generation,
analysis, use and reporting of economic, environmental and social
information (monetised wherever possible) to improve corporate
management and performance in those areas. This approach uses:
• Triple Bottom Line, which recognizes that the environmental &
social consequences of corporate actions are as important as
monetary gains,- seeking to measure & report on outcomes. GRI has
launched new sustainab. reporting standard, replacing G4 guideline.
• Shared Value - making profits, with benefits to environment & to
society through shared sources of value common to firm & society.
• Impact Investment – investing to benefit society & environment
• Integrated
External
Engagement goes beyond CSR to push concern
M
I
N
D
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for a wide
range of stakeholders deeply into business decision

Core Concept 2: Harmonise the SD Triangle for
BALANCE & INTEGRATION
-1
• growth
• efficiency
• stability

Economic

Social
• empowerment/governance
• inclusion/consultation
• institutions/values

Environmental
• resilience/biodiversity
• natural resources
• pollution

Sustainable Development Triangle – harmonising key elements and
interconnections (corners, sides and centre) Source: Munasinghe [1992], Rio Earth Summit
MIND
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Core Concept 2: Harmonise the SD Triangle for
BALANCE & INTEGRATION
-2
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Climate Change

Social
• empowerment/governance
• inclusion/consultation
• institutions/values

• resilience/biodiversity
• natural resources
• pollution

Sustainable Development Triangle – harmonising key elements and
interconnections (corners, sides and centre) Source: Munasinghe [1992], Rio Earth Summit
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Core Concept 3: Transcend Boundaries of SD
35
with INNOVATION & FRESH IDEAS
• Values: replace unsustainable, unethical values
• Disciplinary: complex issues need all disciplines
• Space: spans local to global scales
• Time: spans days to centuries
• Stakeholder: include all stakeholders (gov., biz, civ. soc.)

Transcend Unsustainable Values - Build essential ethical
and moral values especially among YOUTH
• Greed, selfishness and violence are unsustainable
• Selflessness, altruism, enlightened self-interest, respect for
humans & nature will make development more sustainable

Example: Ethical dimensions of climate change 2006
Interfaith declaration on climate change 2009
MIND
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Changing the System !
Economic
Mal-development
Unsustainable
growth based on Debt,
Extreme market forces
Poverty, Inequality,
Over-consumption

Wrong Social
Values Drive
Unsustainable
Development: 1

Unethical
Social Values
Greed, Selfishness,
Corruption
Injustice, Violence,
Inequity, Elitism.
MIND

Source: Adapted from Munasinghe (1992), Rio Earth Summit
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Changing the System !
Economic
Mal-development
Unsustainable
growth based on Debt,
Extreme market forces
Poverty, Inequality,
Over-consumption

Unethical
Social Values
Greed, Selfishness,
Corruption
Injustice, Violence,
Inequity, Elitism.
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SD
Space
Shrinks

Wrong Social
Values Drive
Unsustainable
Development: 3

Environmental
Debt
Unsustainable
Pollution &
Depleting Natural
Resources

Source: Adapted from Munasinghe (1992), Rio Earth Summit

Build Democratic Space for Sustainable Development:
Harmonise, balance
& integrate SD Triangle
•growth
•efficiency
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Expand
Space for SD:
Govt., Bus. &
Civil Soc.

Social

• empowerment/governance
• inclusion/consultation
• institutions/values

Environmental

• resilience/biodiversity
• natural resources
• pollution

Sustainable Development Triangle – harmonising key elements and
interconnections (corners, sides and centre) Source: Munasinghe [1992], Rio Earth Summit
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Porto
Protocol
Catalysing interactions among government, civil society and business to
strengthen local, national and global governance
Source: Munasinghe (1992), Rio Earth Summit
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Core Concept 4: Full cycle application of integrative
tools, from data gathering to practical policy
IMPLEMENTATION
Many practical analytical tools and policy options exist to
build integrated SD strategy (global to local levels)
Many case studies and best practice examples available,
involving sustainomics applications
IMPLEMENTATION is the weak link. Act NOW!

Choosing Appropriate
SDG: Indicators & Targets
- Social
- Environmental
- Economic
- Institutional
Many indicators are available;
thus correct choice is critical for
specific location & task at hand

MIND
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Integrate CC Policy into National SD Strategy: MDMS
Make decision makers see climate change as a key element
of the national sustainable development strategy
Use balanced inclusive green growth (BIGG) path

Development

- Sectors (Agriculture, Energy, Industry,
Transport, Education, Health, etc.)
- Systems (Environmental, ecological, etc.)
- Communities (Poor, Vulnerable, etc.)

MIND
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Green Growth (GG) path balances Environmental
Damage and Economic Development to achieve SD: 1
E
Rich
Today
N
VI
R
O
N
M
Middle Income
E
N
T:
Cli Poor
ma
te ECONOMY: Development Level (e.g. per capita income)
Ri
sk
(e.
Source: M. Munasinghe (1995) "Making Growth More Sustainable," Ecological Economics, 15:121-4.
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Green Growth (GG) path balances Environmental
Damage and Economic Development to achieve SD: 2
TRANSFORM (GG)
E
Rich
Dematerialise
N
PORTUGAL
VI
R
O
N
M
Middle Income
E
Incentives/resources for developing countries
N
1. Fund (safety net) for poorest & most vulnerable.
T:
Cli Poor
ma
te ECONOMY: Development Level (e.g. per capita income)
Ri
sk
(e.
Source: M. Munasinghe (1995) "Making Growth More Sustainable," Ecological Economics, 15:121-4.
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Green Growth (GG) path balances Environmental
Damage and Economic Development to achieve SD: 3

TRANSFORM (GG)
E
Rich
Dematerialise
N
PORTUGAL
VI
R
GG Tunnel Path
O
Innovation
N
SRI LANKA
M
Middle Income
E
N
T:
Cli Poor
ma
te ECONOMY: Development Level (e.g. per capita income)
Ri
Source: adapted from Munasinghe (1994)
sk
Source:
M.
Munasinghe (1995) "Making
Growth More
Sustainable,"
Ecological
Economics,
15:121-4
.
Leaders
&
innovators
can
help
to
find
Green
Growth
(e.
tunnel
M&
I Ntransformation
D
path. Same model works for
g.
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all kinds of resources like food, water & energy.

Balanced Inclusive Green Growth (within wider tunnel)
harmonizes environmental, economic & social goals: 4
E
Rich
N
VI
Wide
R
n
O
Tunn
N
BIGG Path el
M
Middle Income
E
N
Widen SD tunnel with alternative BIGG
T:
paths & choose the best among them for
Cli Poor
Balanced Inclusive Green Growth
ma
te ECONOMY: Development Level (e.g. per capita income)
Ri
Source: adapted from Munasinghe (1994)
sk
Social
(e. Leaders & Innovators can find Balanced
Inclusive
M I NGreen
D
Growth (BIGG) path to SD. Model
g.
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Source: M. Munasinghe (1995) "Making Growth More Sustainable," Ecological Economics, 15:121-4
works for all resources:
food, water & energy

.

BIGG: Sustainable Consumption empowers homes
Influences peoples’ behaviour to promote sustainable change
Example: 1/3rd World food production lost/wasted. In homes:
USA - 50% & Europe - 30%. Yet about 1 billion are starving.

Food for a Week:
Affluent Family
Unsustainable – must
transform/dematerialise
towards sustainablity:
SDG – sust. cons. & prod.

Food for a Week:
Poor Family
Unsustainable,
Unethical: tunnel to
prosperity: SDG –
MIND
poverty, inequality
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Source: Menzel, 2005

Art changes values by appealing to the heart
– Focusing on Young People
Launched in
2012 at Rio+20
World Summit
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mHhmBneWjeQ

SustainoMusica is an international group of musicians
and artists who believe that music and art constitute an
universal language that can effectively communicate the
message of sustainability to everyone on the planet.
The new music of sustainability appeals especially to the
heart, to empower and motivate young people. This
parallel approach will appeal more than the message of
science and policy, aimed mainly at the mind.
Music and song will help to make sustainability a
practical
M I and
N D living reality, by harmonizing people and
planet, to achieve prosperity, peace and happiness.

Sustainable Production - Insights from Workshops
& Seminars on Business & Sustainability for
CEOs and Senior Managers of Leading
1. Sustainability & triple
bottom
line
is
wave
of
Multinationals
future.
2. Recent
Resource
use efficiency is win-win starting point.
Examples:
• BASF, Germany (Chemicals)
• TESCO, UK (Supermarkets)
• Unilever, Coca Cola, Reckit-Benkeiser, Johnson SC,
Danone, Nestle (Retail)
• OPEC (Energy, Oil and Gas)
• Petrobras, Brazil (Energy, Oil and Gas)
• Sime Darby, Malaysia (Plantations Conglomerate)
• Novozymes, Denmark (Biotechnology)
• Vale, Brazil (Mining)
• Siemens,
M I N DShanghai Electric Group (Heavy Industry)
• Amorim, Portugal (Cork Producer)

Bringing Sustainable Consumers & Producers Together: 1
Sustainability Culture - Making Development More Sustainable (MDMS)

Sustainability leadership by a few consumers and producers
50

Sustainabl
e
Consumers
Civil
Society
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Sustainabl
e
Producers
Business

Bringing Sustainable Consumers & Producers Together: 2
Sustainability Culture - Making Development More Sustainable (MDMS)

Sustainable behaviour spreads throughout society

Govt.

Other
Sustainable
Consumers

Sustainabl
e
Consumers

Porto
Protocol

Civil
Society
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Sustainabl
e
Producers
Business

Other
Sustainable
Producers

Wine is important for Portugal
Wine is 7th most important beverage globally
World & Europe wine production decreasing
Portugal wine production steady (6-7000 mhl)
Portugal wine export value rising (Euro 730m)

Portugal share of World total (2015)
Wine production: 2.4%
Vineyard Area: 2.8%
Wine exports: 2.6%
9th largest exporter in the world
12th largest wine producer in the world
MIND
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Source: Vine and Wine Institute (2015)

Sustainability Trends in Wine Industry

Main sustainability
challenges
– climate impact
vulnerability (water
scarcity, warming)
– excessive pesticide use
– genetic erosion
MIND

Climate has Major Impacts Worlwide
on Vineyards and Wine Production
Climate is the most critical aspect in ripening fruit
to an optimal level, to produce a given wine style.
Climate is changing:
• Air temperature rising & water scarcity growing in vineyards.
• Cultivation of winegrapes at greater risk:
short-term climate variability affects wine quality - vintage to
vintage or decadal scale
long-term climate variability affects wine production, which
occur over relatively narrow geographical and climatic ranges.
In these narrow niches, optimal wine quality and output at risk
on multi-decadal or longer time scales, more than for other crop
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long-term climate variability affects wine production, which
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Climate Change will affect Douro Region
1967-2010: Min. temp. increase 2.6°C & Max. temp. 1.4°C
2020-2100: Gradually rising temp. as high as 6°C by 2100
MIND
Wine prod.
affected by mean temp. & max./mean temp.

Douro region climate change impacts
1. Significant Fluctuation In Inter-annual Production
2. Stability & Sustainability of entire operation at risk
➢
➢
➢

Douro region already warm and dry – vulnerable to heat & water stress
Small changes in climate may push regional climate thresholds
Added stress from combination of temperature changes, less rainfall,
intense rainfall events, heat waves & greater variability

3. Disruption or Alterations To Grapes & Wines
➢
➢

Disruption or change in balanced composition in grapes and wine
Change in grape chemistry and quality of wine - already seen globally

4. Shifts In Regional Wine Styles & Spatial Changes
in Viable Grape Growing Regions
5. Changes to Oak & impact on Wine Quality
➢
➢

Vulnerable to damage and failure of barrels - high CO2 increases size
and number of conducting vessels in the stems & expands passages Increased CO2 - a decrease in tannin, ellagitannin levels- impacting
overall quality of wine barrel
MIND

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
WIN-WIN options combining CC policy & Sustainability
VULNERABILITY & ADAPTATION ASSESSMENT to
determine best strategies to increase adaptive capacity
and reduce vulnerability to CC
- Reorienting rows of vines

- Rearranging leaves to provide more shade
- Moving a vineyard north or uphill to lower heat
- Research on how moisture and soil conditions affect taste
- Research on types of grapes (to resist temp. & drought)

LIFE CYCLE-VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS for
sustainable production, helps to pinpoint:
- Hot spots for pollutants & resource consumption
- System changes required for sustainability
- Engineering and management policy changes
M I industry
ND
- Whole
wide issues/solutions

MaGiC formula to guide action
Make M oney
a
Do G ood
i
Become C ontent & happy
Sustainable Production through Life
Cycle-Value Chain Analysis can
Machieve
IND
all three objectives
Munasinghe Institute for Development

Sustainable Production - life cycle analysis of CO2
emission hot spots along the supply/value chain: 1
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Sustainable Production - life cycle analysis of CO2
emission hot spots along the supply/value chain: 2
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Sustainable Production - life cycle analysis of CO2
emission hot spots along the supply/value chain: 3
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Sustainable Production - life cycle analysis of CO2
emission hot spots along the supply/value chain: 4
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Source: Adapted from Munasinghe et al. (2009)
Same analysis applies to resources:
energy, water, land, etc.

Wine Life Cycle & Process Map

GROWING GRAPES

DISPOSAL-RECYCLING

MIND
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Cork Life Cycle & Process Map
cork
growing

cork use
disposal
recycling
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Harmonising
M I N D Personal Sustainability Triangle is essential for
a happy, contented and sustainable lifestyle

Porto Protocol has hopeful message for the World
• Multiple global problems pose a serious challenge to us all –
poverty, energy, water, food, climate change, economic crises,
resource shortage, ecosystem harm, etc. are interlinked.
• We hope these problems can be solved together, provided we
act now, although the issues are complex and serious.
• Use the Sustainomic framework to find the practical balanced
inclusive green growth path (BIGG) - we know the first steps
towards making development more sustainable (MDMS) that
shifts our risky ‘business-as-usual’ scenario onto a safer path
• We must deal with multiple crises in an integrated way, by
transforming governance systems (at all levels).
• Bottom up leaders and innovators can push government to
identify issues, change values & implement solutions.
• Portuguese wine industry will help to create new values &
behaviours for the 21st century Global Eco-Civilization.
I N DYouth who are our future leaders
FaithMin

Ancient Pali Blessing (Sri Lanka)
“DEVO VASSATU KALENA
SASSA SAMPATTI HETU CA
PHITO BHAVATU LOKO CA
RAJA BHAVATU DHAMMIKO”
“May the rains come in time,
Environmental: May the harvests be bountiful
Economic:
May the people be happy & contended
Social: May the king be righteous”

Even in ancient times, our ancestors identified a
favourable environment, economic prosperity, social
stability (including good governance), as key
prerequisites for making development more
sustainable. Today, we urgently need to rediscover
MIND
and understand
this basic truth !
Munasinghe Institute for Development

Munasinghe Institute for Development
"making development more sustainable - MDMS“

10/1 De Fonseka Place, Colombo 5, Sri Lanka
Phone/Fax: +9411-259-0131; E-mail: MIND@mindlanka.org ; Web:
www.mindlanka.org

• Awards, Scholarships & Training
• Applied Research on Sustainability
• Engagement in Public Policy
MIND Press:
650 pages.
Third Ed. in
2015 Translated
into Chinese
Portuguese

Cambridge
University
Press:
650 pages.
Published
in 2009

Obrigado, Sthuthi, Thank You !!
MIND

